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a b s t r a c t

Numerous field tests indicate that the soilestructure interaction (SSI) has a significant impact on the
dynamic characteristics of super-tall buildings, which may lead to unexpected structural seismic re-
sponses and/or failure. Taking the Shanghai Tower with a total height of 632 m as the research object, the
substructure approach is used to simulate the SSI effect on the seismic responses of Shanghai Tower. The
refined finite element (FE) model of the superstructure of Shanghai Tower and the simplified analytical
model of the foundation and adjacent soil are established. Subsequently, the collapse process of Shanghai
Tower taking into account the SSI is predicted, as well as its final collapse mechanism. The influences of
the SSI on the collapse resistance capacity and failure sequences are discussed. The results indicate that,
when considering the SSI, the fundamental period of Shanghai Tower has been extended significantly,
and the collapse margin ratio has been improved, with a corresponding decrease of the seismic demand.
In addition, the SSI has some impact on the failure sequences of Shanghai Tower subjected to extreme
earthquakes, but a negligible impact on the final failure modes.
� 2014 Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Production and hosting by

Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the rapid economic development in China over the past
several decades, China has entered a period inwhich the design and
construction of super-tall buildings are proceeding at an extremely
rapid pace. Statistics (Li, 2011) indicate that more than 350 super-
tall buildings higher than 200 m have been built in China till
2010, such as the China World Trade Center Tower III (330 m), the
Shanghai World Financial Center (492 m) and the Shanghai Jin Mao
Tower (421 m). In addition, a series of super-tall buildings, e.g. Ping
An Tower (660 m), Shanghai Tower (632 m) and Tianjin Goldin 117
Mega Tower (597 m), are under construction. Because super-tall
buildings have a major impact on the economy and society and
most are constructed as the landmarks of a city, the seismic safety
of these super-tall buildings is a critically important issue. Such
buildings basically have complex structural systems and adopt
and Soil Mechanics, Chinese
ock and Soil Mechanics, Chi-
by Elsevier B.V. All rights
novel mega-structural components. Consequently, the structural
performance and design philosophy of super-tall buildings remain
immature and thus further studied are needed.

Generally, conventional seismic design and analysis practice do
not take into account the flexibility of the foundation and adjacent
soil. The foundation and the superstructure are typically designed
as two independent systems, and the superstructure is constrained
at the bottom. As a consequence, the evaluated seismic perfor-
mance of the building only depends on the superstructure. This
method is simple and convenient, but the dynamic characteristics
and seismic performances of buildings without considering the
flexibility of the foundation and adjacent soil may be significantly
different from those of the actual buildings, which may lead to an
unsafe design (Mylonakis and Gazetas, 2000), especially for the
seismic design and analysis of important structures, such as super-
tall buildings.

To identify the effect of the soilestructure interaction (SSI) on
the dynamic characteristics of super-tall buildings, many re-
searchers have conducted a number of field tests, laboratory tests
and numerical simulations. Some typical comparisons on the field
test period, laboratory test period and calculation period of super-
tall buildings are shown in Table 1. Theoretically, because most of
the numerical models used to calculate the structural period do not
consider the contribution of non-structural components to the
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Table 1
Typical comparison of field test period, laboratory test period and numerical simulation period.

Building Height (m) Field test
period (s)

Laboratory
test period (s)

d1 (%) Numerical simulation
period (s)

d2 (%)

T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2

Shanghai World Financial Center
(Zhu et al., 2005; Zhu and Lu, 2006; Lu et al., 2009)

492 6.502 6.398 5.542 5.542 �14.76 �21.74 6.5 5.8 �0.03 �9.35

Shanghai Triumphal Arch Building (Lu et al., 2001) 100 1.795 1.383 1.577 1.082 �12.14 �21.76
Shanghai Jin Mao Tower (Li, 2007) 420.5 6.862 6.829 5.637 5.679 �17.85 �16.84
Canton Tower (Wang et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2012) 610 10.68 7.191 9.703 6.714 �9.15 �6.63

Note: T1 and T2 represent the first two translational vibration periods of the building, respectively. The relative deviations d1 and d2 respectively indicate the differences of
laboratory test period and numerical simulation period from field test period.
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overall structural stiffness, the field test period would be shorter
than the calculation period. This phenomenon is also very common
in multi-story structures (Gao and Bu, 1993). However, it is clearly
demonstrated in Table 1 that the first two translational natural
vibration periods measured in the field tests of super-tall buildings
are all longer than those calculated from laboratory tests or nu-
merical simulations and the maximum relative deviation reaches
approximately 21%. The main reason for this discrepancy is that the
laboratory test models or the analytical models constrain the su-
perstructure at the bottomwithout considering the flexibility of the
foundation and adjacent soil, which overestimates the stiffness of
the entire system. Therefore, the influence of the SSI on the seismic
performance of super-tall buildings cannot be ignored.

Extensive studies have shown the critical role of the SSI in the
seismic responses of structures (Veletsos and Meek, 1974; Wolf,
1985; Ciampoli and Pinto, 1995; Gazetas and Mylonakis, 1998;
Stewart et al., 1999; ATC, 2012). It is becoming widely accepted
that the seismic design and analysis of structures should take the
SSI effect into consideration. Laboratory test and numerical simu-
lation are two major tools for understanding the behavior of the
entire structureefoundationesoil system. Some researchers have
conducted experimental studies to investigate the SSI effect. For
example, Luco et al. (1988) performed forced vibration field tests
for a 9-story reinforced concrete building, namely the Millikan Li-
brary Building, to study the SSI effect. The tests indicated that the
SSI had a significant effect on the dynamic properties of the
building and the rigid-body motion caused by the translation and
rocking of the base accounted for over 30% of the total response on
the roof. Chang et al. (2007) performed dynamic centrifuge model
tests of frameewallefoundation structural systems to investigate
their seismic performance and energy dissipation. Lu et al. (2000)
conducted shaking table tests on a dynamic soilestructure sys-
tem to study the seismic response of the dynamic SSI system. The
results indicated that the natural vibration period of the system in
soft soil conditions was significantly larger than that in the rigid
base condition, and the damping ratio of the systemwas larger than
that of the superstructure. The ground motion at the foundation
was different from that of the free field because of the vibrational
feedback from the superstructure. The acceleration response at the
top of the superstructure was dominated by the rotation of the
basement and adjacent soil, followed by the translational move-
ment. In addition, Deng et al. (2012), Drosos et al. (2012) and Liu
et al. (2012) studied the nonlinear SSI effect using centrifuge
model tests or shaking table tests. Ravichandran et al. (2012), Wang
(2012) and Banerjee and Lee (2013) studied the seismic perfor-
mance of the pile foundation and soilepile interaction by con-
ducting a series of centrifuge model tests.

With the continuous development of computer science, nu-
merical methods have also become important tools for SSI research.
For example, Chaallal and Ghlamallah (1996) analyzed the seismic
performance of 20-story ductile coupled-shear-wall models that
considered the SSI effect. The study indicated that the consideration
of foundation flexibility elongated the fundamental period by up to
33% and amplified the deflections by up to 81%; however, the
stresses in the walls and coupling beams decreased, particularly in
the lower stories. The SSI had no obvious effect on the rotational
ductility demands of the coupling beams. Mylonakis et al. (2006)
investigated the role of the SSI in the collapse of the elevated
Hanshin Expressway during the 1995 Kobe earthquake. Han (2002)
studied the seismic behavior of a 20-story frame tall building by
considering the soilepile interaction, leading to the conclusion that
the rigid base model overestimated the stiffness and under-
estimated the damping. Lu et al. (2003) performed a three-
dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) analysis on the dynamic SSI
of a 12-story frame structure using the FE program ANSYS and
discussed the influence of various parameters, such as soil property,
structural stiffness and buried depth, on the seismic response of the
SSI system. Farghaly and Ahmed (2013) performed a 3D time-
history analysis of structureefoundationesoil system models un-
der strong earthquake ground motion and concluded that the SSI
could have a detrimental effect on the building performance.
Although great progress has beenmade in the studies of the SSI, the
superstructures on which most studies focused are mainly multi-
story buildings and bridges. There are few studies examining the
SSI effect on the seismic performance of super-tall buildings. Jiang
et al. (2013) took the Shanghai Tower as the research object and
discussed the influence of the SSI on the dynamic properties and
seismic displacement responses. The results indicated that the
consideration of the pileesoilestructure interaction elongated the
vibration period and amplified the roof deflection. In contrast, the
inter-story drift ratio was smaller than that of the rigid base model.
In addition, the studies mentioned above were mainly focused on
the SSI effect on the structural dynamic properties and seismic
performance, such as the displacement and the internal force
response of the superstructures. Studies investigating the role of
the SSI effect on the collapse resistance and collapse mechanism of
the superstructure have been rarely reported in the literature.

Therefore, taking a typical super-tall building, the Shanghai
Tower with a total height of 632 m, as the research object, the
substructure approach is adopted to simulate the SSI effect on the
seismic responses of the building. The refined FE model of the su-
perstructure of the Shanghai Tower and the simplified analytical
model of the foundation and adjacent soil are established. The
collapse process of the Shanghai Tower with the SSI effect is pre-
dicted, and the influence of the SSI on the collapse mechanism and
the collapse resistance capacity are discussed.

2. Finite element model of Shanghai Tower and its soile
foundation system

The SSI is a very complex nonlinear process and these non-
linearities may include: (1) yielding of the lateral resistance system
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in the superstructure; (2) yielding of the soil; (3) gapping between
the foundation and the soil; and (4) yielding of the foundation
structural elements. Considering all these issues in the response
history analysis is a formidable task, even with modern computa-
tional capabilities. The numerical methods used to evaluate the SSI
effect can be categorized as the direct analysis approach and the
substructure approach (ATC, 2012). In the direct analysis approach,
the soil, foundation and structure are included within the same
model and analyzed as a complete system, as schematically
depicted in Fig. 1a. The direct analysis approach can address the
detailed response and damage to the superstructure, foundation
and soil when subjected to earthquakes. However, this method is
difficult to be implemented, because of the large computational
workload, especially for complex structures. Another method is the
substructure approach (Pitilakis and Clouteau, 2010), in which a
series of springs are incorporated to represent the foundation and
adjacent soil, as depicted in Fig. 1b. In 1953, Meyerhof (1953) used
the equivalent stiffness method to consider the interaction be-
tween the frame structure and the soil. According to different
research objectives, the substructure approach can also be classi-
fied into two subclasses: (1) nonlinear structure and equivalent-
linear soil; and (2) nonlinear soil and linear structure. Structural
engineers focus more attention on the responses of the super-
structure than the soil. Hence, they generally choose the nonlinear
structure and equivalent-linear soil model (Mylonakis and Gazetas,
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of analytical methods of the SSI. (a) Direct analysis
approach; and (b) Substructure approach.
2000; Avilés and Pérez-Rocha, 2003; Jarernprasert et al., 2013) to
evaluate the structural seismic responses.

Note that in this study, the Shanghai Tower has hundreds of
thousands of different components. The direct analysis approach, in
which the 3D refined FE model of the superstructure of the
Shanghai Tower, its foundation and adjacent soil must be estab-
lished, will lead to a substantial volume of computation, making it
difficult to perform a study on the parameter sensitivity. In addi-
tion, this study focuses on the seismic response and collapse
resistance of the superstructure of the Shanghai Tower, rather than
the seismic response of only the foundation and soil. For the above
reasons, the substructure approach including the nonlinear struc-
ture and equivalent-linear soil is adopted to evaluate the seismic
responses of the Shanghai Tower, in which a series of springs are
incorporated to represent the foundation and adjacent soil.

The shaking table test of a soilestructure system conducted by
Lu et al. (2000) indicated that the seismic responses of the super-
structure were dominated by the rotation of the basement and
adjacent soil, followed by the translational movement. Because the
total height of the Shanghai Tower is much greater than the
embedded depth of its foundation, this research will focus on
the influence of the rotation of the soilefoundation system on
the seismic responses of superstructure subjected to a lateral
earthquake; thus, the horizontal and vertical movements of the
soilefoundation system are correspondingly ignored. Therefore,
the soilefoundation system of the Shanghai Tower is simplified as a
series of linear rotation springs at the bottom of the building, and
the main parameters of the springs are calibrated by the refined FE
model of the soilefoundation system. The details of the super-
structure of the Shanghai Tower and the soilefoundation system
are presented in the following sections.

2.1. Overview and finite element model of the Shanghai Tower

The Shanghai Tower is a multi-purpose office building located in
Lujiazui, Shanghai, China. The tower consists of a 124-story main
tower, a 7-story podium and a 5-story basement, and the total
height of the tower is approximately 632 m. The mega-column/
core-tube/outrigger lateral-force-resisting system is adopted for
the main tower, as shown in Fig. 2 (Lu et al., 2011). According to the
architectural and functional requirements, the mechanical and
refuge stories divide the main tower into 8 zones along the height.
The mega-column system contains 8 mega-columns extending
Mega-
column

Outrigger

Core tube

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the lateral-force-resisting system of the Shanghai
Tower (Lu et al., 2011).



Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the soilefoundation system of the Shanghai Tower.
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from the bottom to the top of the building and 4 corner mega-
columns ending at Zone 5. All of the mega-columns are con-
structed using shaped-steel reinforced concrete columns, and the
maximum cross-section is approximately 5300 mm � 3700 mm.
The core tube is made up of a 30m� 30m reinforced concrete tube,
and the thickness of the concrete wall decreases gradually from the
bottom to the top. The outrigger system is located at the mechan-
ical and refuge stories, i.e. the junction of each of the two zones,
consisting of the circle trusses and the outriggers with a total height
of 9.9 m.

The 3D FE model of the Shanghai Tower is built up based on the
general FE program MSC.Marc. The diagram of the FE model is
shown in Fig. 3 (Lu et al., 2011). Thewidely used fiber beam element
model is adopted to simulate the steel frame, outrigger and steel
tower at the top. The multi-layer shell element, which has
outstanding nonlinear performance, is used to simulate the shear
wall and coupling beam in the core tube. Meanwhile, the concen-
trated reinforcement, i.e. H-shaped steel, in the boundary zones of
the shear wall is simulated using beam elements, which are
incorporated into the shell model with sharing nodes. The com-
bined simplified model including the multi-layer shell element and
the truss element is adopted to simulate the mega-columns. The
details of the modeling issues are presented in Lu et al. (2011).

2.2. Finite element model and rotational stiffness of the soile
foundation system

In substructure approach, the foundation and adjacent soil are
simplified into a series of springs to consider the SSI effect. In this
section, the refined FE model of the foundation and adjacent soil is
established to calibrate a reasonable range of the stiffness of the
rotation spring.

The schematic diagram of the foundation of the Shanghai Tower
and the adjacent soil is shown in Fig. 4. The piled raft foundation,
including the basement, raft and piles, is used to support its main
Fig. 3. 3D FE model of the Shanghai Tower (Lu et al., 2011).
tower. The planar shape of the piled raft foundation is an octagon,
with a total area of 8250 m2. The basement has 5 underground
stories. The raft is constructed of reinforced concrete with a total
thickness of 6 m. The top elevation of the raft is �25.4 m. The pile
system is composed of a series of bored piles, each with a diameter
of 1 m and a total length of approximately 87 m, and the piles are
spaced at 3 m intervals in both directions. In the FE model, the piles
are merged according to the assumption that the merged piles
systemhas a stiffness approximately equal to the actual pile system.
The diameter of the merged pile is 1.8 m, with the pile spacing
increasing to 9 m. The material parameters of the piles remained
unchanged. Jiang et al. (2013) divided the soil below the Shanghai
Tower basement into approximately 4 layers and the thickness and
material properties of each soil layer are described in Table 2, which
are simplified from the actual conditions of the soil on site in the
geological investigation report of the Shanghai Tower. In the FE
model, the width of the soil at each side of the raft is 100 m. A
viscoelastic boundary condition is used for the outer edge of the
soil, and a fixed boundary is applied to the top face of the bedrock.

The refined FE model of the foundation and adjacent soil is
implemented in the commercial software ANSYS. In this model, the
slab and the wall of the basement are simulated by a shell element
(Shell 63) the piles are simulated by a beam element (Beam 4) and
the concrete raft is simulated by a solid element (Solid 45). The
adjacent soil is also simulated by a solid element (Solid 45), and the
deformation compatibility and force equilibrium at the interface of
the soil and piles are achieved using shared nodes. In addition, all
the material properties of the soil are treated as linear.

To obtain the linear rotational stiffness of the soilefoundation
system, two forces with the same magnitude and in opposite di-
rections are applied to the two sides of the raft. The rotational
moment M can be obtained by the force at each side of the raft, F,
multiplied by the length of the raft, L. Because the basement is
constructed of reinforced concrete and the Young’s modulus of
concrete is much larger than that of the soil (as shown in Table 2),
the deflection of the basement and the raft can be ignored, and the
substructure rocks are considered as a rigid body under the
external rotational moment M. The rotation angle q can be deter-
mined by the relative vertical displacement on both sides of the raft
Table 2
Thickness and material properties of each soil layer in the FE model of the soile
foundation system.

Soil layer Range of depth (m) Specific weight
(kN/m3)

Poisson’s
ratio

Elasticity modulus
(MPa)

1 0 to �15 18.4 0.49 20.36
2 �15 to �30 18.15 0.47 20.55
3 �30 to �115 23.8 0.46 74.4
4 �115 to �157 42.8 0.46 97.6



Table 3
Comparison of the first three translational vibration periods of the Shanghai Tower in the x and y directions.

Direction Translational mode no. Translational vibration period T (s) Relative deviation d (%)

Model O Model A Model B Model C Model A Model B Model C

x 1st 9.83 13.49 11.79 10.85 37.3 20 10.4
2nd 3.57 3.76 3.70 3.65 5.4 3.6 2.2
3rd 1.67 1.78 1.74 1.72 6 4.1 2.5

y 1st 9.77 13.45 11.74 10.79 37.7 20.2 10.5
2nd 3.52 3.71 3.64 3.59 5.5 3.6 2.2
3rd 1.66 1.76 1.73 1.70 6.3 4.3 2.6

Note: The relative deviation d indicates the difference from Model O.
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D divided by the length of the raft L, that is, q ¼ D/L. Consequently,
the elastic rotational stiffness can be expressed by

K ¼ FL2

D
(1)

Using the above calculation process, the equivalent rotational
stiffness, K, of the soilefoundation system is determined to be
approximately 4.36 � 1013 N m/rad. The factors that may influence
the rotational stiffness of the soilefoundation system are very
complex. For example, the adjacent soil may enter the nonlinear
stage under strong earthquakes, with a corresponding change in
soil stiffness. The estimated rotational stiffness of 4.36 � 1013 N m/
rad may not precisely agree with the actual rotational stiffness. To
account for this difference, the rotational stiffness is adjusted by 0.5
and 2.0, which yielded a range between the values of
0.5K ¼ 2.18 � 1013 N m/rad and 2.0K ¼ 8.72 � 1013 N m/rad,
respectively, to assess the sensitivity of soilefoundation system to
the rotational stiffness.
3. Collapse process and mechanism analysis

Based on the above analyses, three values of rotational spring
stiffness representing different conditions of the soilefoundation
system are obtained. For simplicity, the Shanghai Tower models,
whose rotational spring stiffnesses are 0.5K, 1.0K and 2.0K, are
referred to asModels A, B and C, respectively. In addition, themodel
with the rigid base condition is referred to as Model O.
3.1. Comparison of the basic dynamic properties

Modal analysis of the above four models is conducted using the
Lanczos method. The first three translational vibration periods in
the x and y directions are compared in Table 3. The fundamental
periods of Model O, which does not consider the SSI effect, are
9.83 s in the x direction and 9.77 s in the y direction. All of the
periods of Models A, B and C are longer than that of Model O. The
comparison also indicates that the smaller the equivalent rotational
spring stiffness is, the larger the fundamental period elongates. For
the first translational vibration period of Models A and O, the
relative deviation exceeds 30%; while for the higher vibration
Table 4
Comparison between the translational vibration modes of Models A, B and C and
Model O.

Translational
mode no.

NMDðfA
i f

O
i Þð%Þ NMDðfB

i f
O
i Þð%Þ NMDðfC

i f
O
i Þð%Þ

x
direction

y
direction

x
direction

y
direction

x
direction

y
direction

1st 7.67 7.68 5.05 5.07 3 3.01
2nd 11.4 11.21 7.59 7.5 4.54 4.5
3rd 10 10.31 6.83 7.08 4.18 4.34
periods, the relative deviation becomes smaller, e.g. a 6% relative
deviation for the third translational vibration period between
Models A and O is a typical case. Therefore, the SSI has a significant
impact on the lower order vibration mode periods, especially on
the fundamental period.

To evaluate the SSI effect on the modal shapes of the Shanghai
Tower, the normalized modal difference (NMD) (Waters, 1995) is
used to identify the correlations between the translational modal
shape vectors of Models A, B or C and that of Model O. The formula
of NMD is defined as follows:

NMD
�
fX
i f

O
i

�
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�MAC

�
fX
i f

O
i

�

MAC
�
fX
i f

O
i

�

vuuut (2)

MAC
�
fX
i f

O
i

�
¼

�n
fX
i

oTn
fO
i

o�2
�n

fX
i

oTn
fX
i

o��n
fO
i

oTn
fO
i

o� (3)

where X represents Models A, B or C; fX
i and fO

i are the i-th modal
shape vectors of Models X and O, respectively. The MAC is a
Deformation scaling
ratio equal to 0 ratio equal to 1

Deformation scaling

Fig. 5. Final collapse mode of Model B subjected to El-Centro in the x direction
(PGA ¼ 1.7g).



Zone 4 Zone 5

(a) t =1.5 s, diagonal members of the outriggers in Zones 4 and 5 begin to yield.

(b) t =2.6 s, flange walls of the core tube at the bottom of Zone 7 begin to fail.

(c) t=3.43 s, shear walls at the junction of Zones 4 and 5 are crushed.

(d) t=3.58 s, coupling beams along the x direction in the core tube begin to fail.

(e) t=5.83 s, mega-columns at the bottom of Zone 5 begin to fail.

(f) t =6.28 s, the entire structure begins to collapse.

Fig. 6. Collapse process of Model B subjected to El-Centro in the x direction (PGA ¼ 1.7g).
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t. e.

Fig. 7. Distribution of the horizontal displacement along the height at the critical collapse state.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the CMR of the four models subjected to El-Centro in the x
direction.
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dimensionless parameter related to the correlation of the two
modal shape vectors. The NMD is a close estimate of the average
difference between the shape vectors of Models X and O. A smaller
NMD value indicates a better correlation for the two modal shape
vectors. Table 4 lists the values of NMD of Models A, B and C and
Model O for the first three translational modes in both the x and y
directions. A good correlation between the modal shapes of Models
A, B and C and Model O is found, while a smaller stiffness of the
soilefoundation system leads to a larger difference between the
two modal shape vectors. On the whole, the SSI has a minor effect
on the translational vibration modes of the Shanghai Tower.

3.2. Seismic collapse simulation considering the soilestructure
interaction

Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) (Vamvatsikos and Cornell,
2002) is an effective method to evaluate the seismic performance
of structures and is widely used in structural seismic research. To
evaluate the impact of the SSI on the collapse resistance of the
Shanghai Tower, IDA is used to perform the collapse simulations of
the four models. The commonly used ground motion recorded at
the El-Centro station in USA in 1940 (referred to as “El-Centro”
hereafter) is selected as a typical seismic input. The ground motion
record is input along the x direction of the Shanghai Tower and the
intensity increases gradually until collapse. During the collapse
simulation, the classical Rayleigh damping is used with the 5%
damping ratio specified in Section 5.3.4 of the Specification for the
Design of Steel-Concrete Hybrid Structures in Tall Buildings (China
Institute of Building Standard Design & Research, 2008).

The potential collapse process and failure mode of the Shanghai
Tower without consideration of the SSI effect were predicted by Lu
et al. (2011) to understand the earthquake-induced collapse
mechanism subjected to extreme earthquakes. In comparison, this
study focuses on the impact of the SSI on the collapse resistance of
the Shanghai Tower; thus, the potential collapse process and the
failure mode of Model B are discussed in detail in the following
section, as an example to illustrate the SSI effect on the collapse
resistance of the Shanghai Tower.

The earthquake-induced collapse is observed in Model B when
the peak ground acceleration (PGA) of the El-Centro ground motion
increases to 1.7g (g represents the gravity acceleration). The final
collapse mode is shown in Fig. 5 and is mainly a vertical “pan-cake”
collapse, similar to the description in Lu et al. (2011). The details of
the collapse process are shown in Fig. 6. First, when t ¼ 1.5 s
(Fig. 6a), the diagonal members of the outriggers in Zones 4 and 5
begin to yield.When t¼ 2.6 s (Fig. 6b), some flangewalls of the core
tube at the bottom of Zone 7 are crushed as a result of the change of
the openings layout in the core tube between Zones 6 and 7, which
may lead to a sudden change in stiffness and a stress concentration.
Next, when t ¼ 3 s, the diagonal members of the outriggers in
nearly all eight zones have undergone severe yield and begin to
dissipate a large amount of seismic energy. Subsequently, when
t ¼ 3.43 s (Fig. 6c), the shear walls at the bottom of Zone 5 and the
top of Zone 4 are crushed because the cross-section of the core tube
is reduced from Zone 4 to Zone 5. When t ¼ 3.58 s (Fig. 6d), some
coupling beams along the x direction in the core tube begin to fail,
and then the number of damaged coupling beams increases grad-
ually. Later, when t ¼ 5.38 s (Fig. 6e), most shear walls at the
junction of Zones 4 and 5 have been damaged, and the vertical and
horizontal loads distributed in the mega-columns increase gradu-
ally. Then, the mega-columns at the bottom of Zone 5 reach their
ultimate capacities and begin to fail. Finally, when t ¼ 6.28 s
(Fig. 6f), the core tube and mega-columns at the bottom of Zone 5
are seriously damaged and unable to withstand the gravity and
seismic loads. At this point, the entire structure begins to collapse.

The distribution of the horizontal displacement along the height
of Model B at the critical collapse state in the x direction is shown in
Fig. 7. At the critical collapse state, the deformation mode is similar
to that in the third translational vibration mode, and the mass
center of the building above the failure region does not exhibit a
very significant horizontal displacement. Therefore, the failure of
Model B is dominated by high-order vibration modes, and the main



Table 5
Comparison of the failure sequences at the critical ground motion intensity of El-Centro.

Failure
sequence

Model A Model B Model C Model O

1 Diagonal members of the outriggers
in Zones 4 and 5 begin to yield

Diagonal members of the outriggers
in Zones 4 and 5 begin to yield

Diagonal members of the outriggers
in Zones 4 and 5 begin to yield

Diagonal members of the outriggers
in Zones 4 and 5 begin to yield

2 Shear walls at the bottom of Zone 7
begin to fail

Shear walls at the bottom of Zone 7
begin to fail

Shear walls at the junction of Zones
4 and 5 are crushed

Shear walls at the junction of Zones
4 and 5 are crushed

3 Shear walls at the junction of Zones
4 and 5 are crushed

Shear walls at the junction of Zones
4 and 5 are crushed

Coupling beams begin to fail Some shear walls at the bottom of
Zone 8 begin to fail

4 Coupling beams begin to fail Coupling beams begin to fail Mega-columns at the bottom of
Zone 5 begin to fail

Coupling beams begin to fail

5 Mega-columns at the bottom of
Zone 5 begin to fail

Mega-columns at the bottom of
Zone 5 begin to fail

The entire structure begins to
collapse

Mega-columns at the bottom of
Zone 5 begin to fail

6 The entire structure begins to
collapse

The entire structure begins to
collapse

The entire structure begins to
collapse

Fig. 9. Roof vertical displacement time-histories at the critical ground motion intensity
of El-Centro.
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collapse mode of the Shanghai Tower is the vertical “pan-cake”
collapse rather than lateral overturning.

3.3. Comparison of the collapse resistance capacity and failure
sequences

In the IDA analysis, the ground motion intensity is increased
gradually until the collapse occurs. Then, the critical groundmotion
intensity resulting in the structural collapse is obtained. In the
study of structural seismic collapse prevention, the collapse margin
ratio (CMR) is often used to quantify the capacity to resist structural
collapse, which is calculated by the following equation, using PGA
as the basic ground motion intensity measured in this research:

CMR ¼ PGACollapse

PGAMCE
(4)

where PGACollapse is the critical groundmotion intensity resulting in
the structural collapse, and PGAMCE is the ground motion intensity
corresponding to the maximum considered earthquake (MCE) level
for the design. Shanghai is an Intensity 7 region and the corre-
sponding PGAMCE is 0.22g, as prescribed in the Chinese Seismic
Design Code (GB50011-2010) (Ministry of Construction of the
People’s Republic of China, 2010).

With the El-Centro groundmotion input in the xdirection,Model
O begins to collapse when the PGA is scaled to 1.4g; in comparison,
the critical collapse PGAs of Models A, B and C are 1.8g, 1.7g and 1.6g,
respectively. The CMRof these fourmodels is compared in Fig. 8. It is
clear thatModel Ahas amaximumCMRof 8.2; the CMRofModel B is
7.7 and that of Model C is 7.3, while Model O has aminimum CMRof
6.4. The comparison shows that the consideration of the SSI effect
increases the structural collapse resistance capacity. This increase is
mainly because the SSI effect extends the vibrational periods of the
Shanghai Tower and reduces the seismic demand of the structure
under the same given ground motion records.

The failure sequences at the critical ground motion intensity of
the four models subjected to El-Centro in the x direction are
compared in Table 5. The entire failure sequences of these four
models are very similar, i.e. the yield of the diagonal members of
the outriggers in Zones 4 and 5 occurs first, followed by the
crushing of the core tube, the failure of the coupling beam and the
mega-columns at Zone 5, which is the main damaged region, and
finally collapse occurs at the bottom of Zone 5, and the entire
structure breaks into two parts. The difference is that the shear
walls at the bottom of Zone 7 in Models A and B fail after the
yielding of diagonal members of the outriggers in Zones 4 and 5;
however, no failure of the shear wall in Zone 7 is observed in Model
C in the early stage of collapse simulation, and in Model O, some
shear walls at the bottom of Zone 8 are crushed instead of at Zone 7.
The distributions of the horizontal displacements along the height
at the critical collapse state and the time-histories of the roof ver-
tical displacements of the four models are shown in Figs. 7 and 9,
respectively. In Models A, B and C, the deformation mode at the
critical collapse state is similar to that in the high-order vibration
mode. The mass center of the structure above the failure region
does not undergo a very significant displacement, and the final
collapse mode is the vertical “pan-cake” collapse. In Model O, the
collapse occurs at t ¼ 20.23 s when Model O has entered the stage
of free vibration. Because severe damage has occurred in the
structure due to the earthquake, the development of structural
damage continues after entering the free vibration stage, and finally
the entire structure breaks into two parts at the bottom of Zone 5.
Therefore, the deformation mode at the critical collapse state of the
structure above the failure region is very similar to that in the first
vibrationmode; however, the final collapsemode is still the vertical
“pan-cake” collapse.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the substructure approach is used to evaluate the
influence of the SSI on the seismic collapse resistance of the
Shanghai Tower. The refined FE model of the superstructure of the
Shanghai Tower and the simplified analytical model of the foun-
dation and adjacent soil are established to predict the collapse
process and collapse mode while considering the SSI, as well as the
influence of the SSI on the capacity to resist collapse and failure
sequences. The following conclusions are drawn:
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(1) The SSI effect could extend the periods of lower order vibration
modes, particularly the fundamental period, and a smaller
stiffness of the soilefoundation system leads to longer vibra-
tion periods. However, the SSI effect has a minor influence on
the translational vibration modal shape vectors of the Shanghai
Tower.

(2) The SSI effect improves the collapse resistance capacity of the
Shanghai Tower, and a smaller stiffness of soilefoundation
system leads to a larger CMR.

(3) The SSI effect has some impact on the failure sequences of the
Shanghai Tower subjected to extremely strong earthquakes but
a negligible impact on the final failure modes.
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